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Lecture 11-12 : Highlights 

• Issues related to number theory: 
 
• Factoring by trial division  

 
• Probabilistic primality testing (using 

Fermat’s little theorem). 
 

• Diffie Hellman key exchange 
 

• Integer gcd — Euclid's algorithm 
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Lecture 13 - Plan 

1.  Intro to object oriented programming 
(OOP): classes and methods 

 

2.  Data Structures: Linked Lists 

  (next time: binary search trees. 

    next-next time: hash tables) 
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And Now to Something Completely Different:  

OOP 
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The sea was wet as wet could be, 
The sands were dry as dry. 
You could not see a cloud, because 
No cloud was in the sky: 
No birds were flying overhead - 
There were no birds to fly. 
The Walrus and the Carpenter 
Were walking close at hand; 
They wept like anything to see 
Such quantities of sand: 
"If this were only cleared away," 
They said, "it would be grand!" 

Through the Looking-Glass 
and What Alice Found There: 
Lewis Carroll, 1871. 
 



Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 
OOP is a major theme in programming language design, starting 
with Simula, a language for discrete simulation,  in the 1960s. 
Then Smalltalk  in the late 1970s (out of the legendary Xerox Palo 
Alto Research Center, or PARC, where many other ideas used in 
today's computer environment were invented). Other ``OOP 
languages'' include  Eiffel, C++, Java, C#, and Scala.  

 

Entities in programs are modeled as objects. They represent 
encapsulations that have their own: 

•  attributes (also called fields), that represent their state 

• functions, or operations that can be performed on them, 
termed methods. Creation and manipulation of objects is 
done via their methods. 
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Object Oriented Programming (OOP), 
cont. 

The object oriented approach enables modular 
design. It facilitates software development by 
different teams, where each team works on its own 
object, and communication among objects is carried 
out by well defined methods' interfaces.  
 
Python supports object oriented style programming 
(maybe not up to the standards of OOP purists). 
We'll describe some facets, mostly via concrete 
examples. A more systematic study of OOP will be 
presented in Tochna 1, using Java. 
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Classes and Objects 

We already saw that classes represent data types. In 
addition to the classes/types that are provided by 
python, programmers can write their own classes. 

A class is a template to generate objects. The class is 
a part of the program text. An object is generated as 
an instance of a class. 

As we indicated, a class includes data attributes 
(fields) to store the information about the object, 
and methods to operate on them. 
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Line Class in Python 
Line is a simple example of a class.  (By convention, class 
names start with an upper case letter). 
 
An object of the class Line has to represent a line in 2D plane. 
A line includes the points (x,y) that satisfy y = ax + b, for some 
a and b. So we can represent the line by the slope a and offset 
b. These will be the fields of the class line. So each line object 
will have its own values of slope and offset.  
 
When a line is generated, we need to initialize it. We can 
choose different ways to do it. Here we decided that the 
programmer will supply two points in the 2D plane:  (x1,y1) 
and  (x2,y2).  So when the line object is generated, we will 
have to compute and store the slope and the offset. The 
method that is used to create and initialize an object has a 
special name, __init__ .  
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class Line : 
     """ Stores a line in the 2D plane . Line is defined 
     by two points (x1 ,y1) and (x2 ,y2 ). It is represented 
     by a,b where y=a*x + b is the line equation , or by x=c 
     in case the line is parallel to the y axis ""“ 
     def __init__ (self , x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2 ): 
          assert type (x1)== float and type (y1)== float and \ 
               type (x2)== float and type (y2)== float and \ 
               (x1 != x2 or y1 != y2) 
          point1 =(x1, y1)        # point1 is local to the method 
          point2 =(x2, y2)        # point2 is local to the method 
          if x1 != x2: 
               self.slope =(y2 -y1 )/(x2 -x1)   # assigns to field slope 
               self.offset = y1 -x1 *(y2 -y1 )/(x2 -x1) # to field offset 
          else : 
               self.slope ="infty"     # assigns to field slope 
               self.offset = x1              # assigns to field offset 

      9 



Line Class, Additional Methods 
assert evaluates its boolean argument and aborts if false. 

 __repr__ is another special method of the class (starts and 
ends with two _ symbols). It is used to describe how it is 
represented (when printing such an object). 

Special methods have specific roles in any class in which they 
appear. We will see how they are called.  
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     def __repr__ (self ): 

          if self.slope ==" infty ": 

               return "x="+ str ( self.offset ) 

          else : 

               return "y="+ str ( self.slope )+"*x"+"+"+ str ( self.offset ) 



Line Class, Additional Methods (cont) 

__eq__ is a special method that determines when two 
objects (in this case) lines are equal.  is_parallel  is a (non 
special) method that determines if two lines are parallel. 
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     def __eq__ (self , other ): 

          assert isinstance (other , Line ) 

          return self.slope == other.slope \ 

                       and self.offset == other.offset 

 

     def is_parallel (self , other ): 

          assert isinstance (other , Line ) 

          return self.slope == other.slope 



Note on fields and parameters 
The first parameter of every method represents the current 
object (an object of the class which includes the method). By  
convention, we use the name self for this parameter.  

So the variable self.slope is the field named slope in the 
(current) object.  Unlike other languages (eg. Java), we do not 
explicitly declare the names of the fields of the class we are 
defining. They exist because they are mentioned – initialized in 
the __init__ method. Note that point1 and point2 are not 
fields. other.slope is the slope of the object pointed to by other. 

We have seen that we call a function by its full name, including 
the name of the module (class) that includes it, for example 
Line.is_parallel. But we can also use the OO notation, which 
moves the first actual parameter (for self) to the position 
before the name of the method.  
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Line Class, Example Executions 
>>> a= Line (1. ,1. ,2. ,2.)     #   allocate, then call Line.__init__  

>>> a                           # Line.__repr__(a)  same as  a.__repr__( ) 

y= 1.0*x + 0.0 

>>> b= Line (2. ,2. ,5. ,5.) 

>>> a. slope             # accessing the field slope of the object 

1.0                             # that a points to 

>>> a. offset 

0.0 

>>> b. slope 

1.0 

>>> b. offset 

0.0 
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Line Class, Example Executions (cont.) 
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>>> a==b        # __eq__ is called , same as a.__eq__(b) 
True 
>>> a is b 
False 
>>> a.is_parallel(b)  #   same as Line.is_parallel (a,b)     
True 
>>> c= Line (2. ,3. ,5. ,6.) 
>>> c. slope 
1.0 
>>> c. offset 
1.0 
>>> a==c 
False 
>>> Line . is_parallel (a,c) 
True 



Further executions of Line 
>>> a= Line (1. ,1. ,2. ,2.) 
>>> a 
y= 1.0*x + 0.0 
>>> a.slope 
1.0 
>>> a.slope=2     # do we want to allow this? 
>>> a 
y= 2*x + 0.0     # the line has changed 
 
What if we do not want to allow changes in the 
slope and offset of the line after it was created? 
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Information hiding 

One of the principles of OOP is information hiding: The 
designer of a class should be able to decide what 
information is known outside the class, and what is 
not. In most OOP languages this is achieved by 
declaring fields and methods as either public or 
private. 
In python, a field whose name starts with two _ 
symbols, will be private.  It will be known inside the 
class, but not outside.  
A private field cannot be written (assigned) outside the 
class, and its value cannot be read (inspected), because 
its name is not known. 
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Private fields 
If we want to let client code (code outside the class, that 
uses it) read the value of a private field, we need to write 
a method that will return the value. This is called a getter: 
 def get_slope(self): 

        return self.slope 

We can also write a method that assigns a value to the 
field (called a setter): 
 def set_slope(self, slope): 
        return self.slope = slope 

 
Instead, we can write a method that changes the state of 
the object in some structured way (can change one or 
more fields, but only in very specific way). 
Many OOP programmers choose to make all the fields of a 
class private, and provide methods for the desired 
operations. 17 



OOP and python 
Python provides the basic ingredients for OOP, including 
inheritance (that we will not discuss).  

However, we do not have the full safety that strict OOP 
languages have. “Private” fields are accessible with mangled 
names, a client may add a field to an object, etc. In short, 
there is no way to enforce data hiding in python, it is all based 
on convention. 

The language puts more emphasis on flexibility. 

In this course we will use public fields and public methods to 
simplify the code, rather than adhere to OOP. This is the 
common style in python.  

The course Software 1 (in Java) places OOP at the center.  
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Designing classes in OOP 

The recommended way to design a class is to first decide what 
operations (methods) the class should support. This would be 
the API (or contract) between the class designer and the 
clients. 

We often distinguish between: 

•   Queries – return a value, do not change the state 

•   Commands – change the state, do not return a value 

•   Constructors – create the object and initialize it 

Then decide how to represent the state of objects (which 
fields), and make the fields private. 

Then implement (write code for) the methods. 

This way we can later change the representation (eg. change 
from Cartesian to Polar representation of points), while the 
client code is unchanged.  
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Student Class in Python 
class Student : 
     def __init__ ( self ): 
          self . name = generate_name ()   # function shown later 
          self .id = random . randint (2*10**7 ,6*10**7) 
 
     def __repr__ ( self ): 
          return "<" + self.name + ", " + str(self.id) + ">" 
 
     def __lt__ (self , other ): 
          return self . name < other . name 
 
     def is_given_name (self , word ): 
          return self . name . startswith ( word +" ") 
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 Student Class in Python (cont) 
 
The Student class has two fields:  name and  id. These fields 
can be accessed directly, and values can be assigned to them 
directly. 
The methods of the class are: 
•  __init__ used to create and initialize an object in this class 
• __repr__ used to describe how an object is represented 
(when printing such an object). 

•  __lt__  describes how comparison (<, less than) of two 
such objects is determined.  This enables us to sort lists 
containing objects of this class, for example. 

• Is_given_name, checks if the name field starts with the 
argument in word, followed by a blank. 
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Generating Names At Random:  
Python Code 

alphabet = ' abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ‘ 
def generate_name (): 
     """ generate a random first ( given ) name with 3-6 letters , 
           space , and a random family name with 4-8 letters ""“ 
     first = random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 
     family = random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (4 ,8)) 
     name = str . join ("", first ) + " " + str . join ("", family ) 
     return str . title ( name ) 
 
Note: 
random.randint (k,m) returns a random integer n,  k≤ n ≤ m 
random.sample(str,m) returns a list of length m whose elements 
are characters chosen at random from the string str 
str.join(st,lst) concatenates the (string) elements of lst, and places 
between each two the string st. 
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Generating Names At Random:  
Python Code (cont) 

>>> random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 

['h', 'o', 'n', 'x', 'g', 's'] 

>>> random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 

['f', 'h', 'd', 'j'] 

>>> for i in range (5): 

       generate_name () 

'Oudwab Ngyzb ' 

'Slhbm Jnypu ' 

'Sxufj Drhbs ' 

'Cjdrhm Wqhxve ' 

'Snoc Lvcso ' 
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Tinkering with the Student Class 
The students list that we used in the search examples 
 
def students (n): 
     return [ Student () for i in range (n)] 
         # for each element, Student() generates a student 
         # object and puts a reference to it in the list. 
 
>>> names =["Or","Yana ","Amir","Roee","Noa","Gal","Barak", 
          "Rina","Tal","Lielle","Shady","Yuval", "Walt Disney"] 
>>> students_list = students (13) 
>>>for i in range (13): 
     students_list [i]. name = names [i] 
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Tinkering with the Student Class (cont) 
>>>for i in range (13): 
          print ( students_list [i]) 
<Or , 39316939 > 
<Yana , 52061841 > 
<Amir , 49419212 > 
<Roee , 40604275 > 
<Noa , 24908823 > 
<Gal , 56592426 > 
<Barak , 29548638 > 
<Rina , 52552066 > 
<Tal , 57995311 > 
<Lielle , 43513357 > 
<Shady , 46042015 > 
<Yuval , 32125900 > 
<Walt Disney , 27907836 > 
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Student Class in Python: Example 
>>> students_list 
[<Or , 39316939 > , <Yana , 52061841 > , <Amir , 49419212 > , 
<Roee , 40604275 > , <Noa , 24908823 > , <Gal , 56592426 > , 
<Barak , 29548638 > , <Rina , 52552066 > , <Tal , 57995311 > , 
<Lielle , 43513357 > , <Shady , 46042015 > , <Yuval , 32125900 > , 
<Walt Disney , 27907836 >] 
>>> len ( students_list ) 
13 
>>> students_list [0]. is_given_name ("Yuval") 
False 
>>> students_list [11]. is_given_name ("Yuval") 
False 
>>> students_list [12]. is_given_name ("Walt") 
True 
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Testing Equality for the Student Class 

>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 
False                     # why should one expect equality ? 
>>> students_list [11]. name = students_list [12]. name 
>>> students_list [11]. id= students_list [12]. id 
>>> students_list [11]. name == students_list [12]. name 
True 
>>> students_list [11]. id == students_list [12]. id 
True 
>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 
False                        # well , this IS unexpected 
 
We conclude that equality of the two different fields does not imply 
equality of the corresponding Student objects. 
 
We can, however, define equality explicitly, by defining a method 
__eq__ as was done in the class Line. It will be called each time we 
test equality (==) of two Student objects. 
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Defining and Retesting Equality for the 
Student Class 

class Student : 
     def __init__ ( self ):                         #  as before, body omitted  
     def __repr__ ( self ):                       #  as before, body omitted 
     def __lt__ (self , other ):                #  as before, body omitted 
     def is_given_name (self , word ): #  as before, body omitted  

     def __eq__ (self , other ): 

          return self . name == other . name \ 

                       and self .id == other .id 

>>> students_list [11]. name = students_list [12]. name 

>>> students_list [11]. id= students_list [12]. id 

>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 

True                             # desired effect 
28 



And Now to Something Completely Different:  

Data Structures: Linked Lists 
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The sea was wet as wet could be, 
The sands were dry as dry. 
You could not see a cloud, because 
No cloud was in the sky: 
No birds were flying overhead - 
There were no birds to fly. 
The Walrus and the Carpenter 
Were walking close at hand; 
They wept like anything to see 
Such quantities of sand: 
"If this were only cleared away," 
They said, "it would be grand!" 

Through the Looking-Glass 
and What Alice Found There: 
Lewis Carroll, 1871. 
 



Data Structures 
A data structure is a way to organize data in memory, to support 
various operations. 
 
Operations are divided into two types: 
- Queries, like search, minimum, etc. 
- Mutations, like insertion, deletion, modification. 
 
We have seen some built-in structures: strings, tuples, lists, 
dictionaries. 
In fact, "atomic" types, such as int or float, may also be considered 
structures, albeit primitive ones. 
 
The choice of data structures for a particular problem depends on 
desired operations and complexity constraints. 
 
The term Abstract Data Type (ADT) emphasizes the point that the user 
(client) needs to know what operations may be used, but not how 
they are implemented. 30 



Data Structures (cont.) 

 
We will next implement a new data structure, called linked list, and compare 
it to Python's built-in list structure.  
 
Then we will discuss another linked structure, Binary Search Trees. 
 
Later in the course we will see additional non-built-in structures 
implemented by us (and you):  hash tables, matrices. 
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Reminder: Representing Lists in python 
We have extensively used Python's built-in list object.   

 

“Under the hood", Python lists employ C's array. This means it uses a 
contiguous array of pointers: references to (addresses of) other objects. 

Python keeps the address of this array in memory, and its length in a list 
head structure. 

 

This makes accessing/modifying a list element, a[i], an operation whose cost is 
O(1) - independent of the size of the list or the value of the index: 

if the address in memory of lst[0] is a, then the address in memory of 
lst[i] is simply a+i. The fact that the list stores pointers, and not the 
elements themselves, enables Python's lists to contain objects of 
heterogeneous types. 
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Reminder: Representing Lists in Python, 
cont. 

However, the contiguous storage of addresses must be maintained when 
the list evolves.  

 

In particular if we want to insert an item at location i, all items from 
location i onwards must be “pushed“ forward (O(n) operations in the 
worst case for lists with n elements). 

 

Moreover, if we use up all of the memory block allocated for the list, we 
may need to move items to get a block of greater size (maybe starting in a 
different location). 

 

Some cleverness is applied to improve the performance of appending items 
repeatedly; when the array must be grown, some extra space is allocated so 
the next few times do not require an actual resize. 

Source (with minor changes): How are lists implemented? 
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Linked Lists 

An alternative to using a contiguous block of 
memory, is to specify, for each item, the memory 
location of the next item in the list. 
 
We can represent this graphically using a boxes-and-
pointers diagram: 

34 
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Linked Lists Representation 
We introduce two classes. One for nodes in the list, and another 
one to represent a list.   
The class Node is very simple, just holding two fields, as illustrated 
in the diagram. 
 
class Node (): 
     def __init__ (self, val): 
          self.value = val 
          self.next = None 
     
      def __repr__ (self): 
          return str(self.value) 
         # return "[" + str(self.value) + "," + str(id(self.next))+ "]" 
 #  THIS SHOWS POINTERS AS WELL - FOR DEBUGGING 
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Linked List class 

class Linked_list (): 
     def __init__ (self): 
          self.next = None   # using same field name as in Node 
 
     def __repr__ (self): 
          out = "" 
          p = self.next 
          while  p != None : 
                 out += str(p) + "  " #str envokes __repr__ of class Node 

                 p = p.next 
          return out 
 
More methods will be presented in the next slides. 
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Linked List Operations:  
length 

 def length(self): 
        p = self.next 
        i=0 

        while p != None: 
            i+=1 
            p = p.next 

        return i 
 

The time complexity is O(n), for a list of length n. 
 
Alternatively, we could keep another field size, initialize it 
to 0 in __init__, and updated when inserting / deleting 
elements. Then we'd achieve O(1) time for this operation. 
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Linked List Operations:  
Insertion at the Start 

def add_at_start (self , val ): 

     p= self 

     tmp =p. next 

     p. next = Node (val) 

     p. next . next = tmp 

 

Note: The time complexity is O(1) in the worst 
case! 
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Linked List Operations:  
Insertion at a Given Location 

def insert (self, val, loc): 
     p = self 
     for i in range (0, loc): 
          p = p.next 
     tmp = p.next 
     newNode = Node(val) 
     p.next = newNode 
     newNode.next = tmp 
 
The argument loc must be between 0 and the length of the 
list (otherwise a run time error will occur). 
When loc is 0, we get the same effect as add_at_first 
 
Time complexity: O(loc). In the worst case loc = n. 39 



Linked List Operations: Access 

def get_item (self, loc): 

     p = self.next 

     for i in range(0, loc): 

          p = p.next 

     return p.value 

 
The argument loc must be between 0 and the length of the 
list (otherwise a run time error will occur). 

 

Time complexity: O(loc). In the worst case loc = n. 
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Linked List Operations: Find 
def find (self, val): 
     p = self.next 
     #loc = 0         #   in case we want to return the location 
     while  p != None: 
          if  p. value == val: 
               return p 
          else : 
               p = p.next 
               #loc = loc +1 # in case we want to return the location 
     return None 
 
 
Time complexity: worst case O(n), best case O(1) 
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Linked List Operations: Delete 
def delete (self, loc):  
     ''' delete element at location loc ''' 
     p = self 
     for i in range(0, loc): 
          p = p.next 
     if p!= None and p.next != None: 
          p.next = p.next.next 
 
The argument loc must be between 0 and the length. 

Time complexity: O(loc). In the worst case loc = n. 

 
The Garbage collector will “remove" the deleted item 
(assuming there is no other reference to it) from memory. 
Note: In some languages (e.g. C,C++) the programmer is 
responsible to explicitly ask for the memory to be freed. 42 



Linked List Operations: Delete 
How would you delete an item with a given value (not 
location)? 

 

Searching and then deleting the found item presents a 
problem: in order to delete an item, we need access to the 
item before it. 

 

You may encounter this issue in the next HW assignment. 
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Using a linked list 
Example: 

Search for a certain item, and if found, increment it: 

 

x = lst.find(3) 

if x!=None: 

      x.value += 1 
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Linked Lists vs. Python Lists: 
Operations Complexity 

Insertion after a given item requires O(1) time, in 
contrast to O(n) for python lists. 
 
Deletion of a given item requires O(1) time, (assuming 
we have access to the previous item) in contrast to 
O(n) for Python lists. 
 
Accessing the i-th item requires O(i) time, in contrast to 
O(1) for Python lists. 
 
So far we assumed the lists are unordered. We will now 
consider sorted lists. 
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Sorted Linked Lists 

We can maintain an ordered linked list, by always inserting an 
item in its correct location. This version allows duplicates. 
 
def insert_ordered(self, val): 
        p = self 
        q = self.next 
        while q != None and q.value < val: 
            p = q 
            q = q.next 
        newNode = Node(val) 
        p.next = newNode 
        newNode.next = q 
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Searching in an Ordered linked list 

We cannot use binary search to look for an element in an 
ordered list.  
This is because random access to the i’th element is not possible 
in constant time in linked lists. 
 
def find_ordered(self, val): 
        p = self.next 
        while p != None and p.value < val: 
            p = p.next 
        if p != None and p.value == val: 
            return p 
        else: 
            return None 

 
We leave it to the reader to write a delete method for ordered lists. 
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From str to Linked_list 

Here is an easy way to build a linked list from a given string: 
 
def string_to_linked_list(str): 
    L = Linked_list() 
    for ch in str[::-1]: 
        L.add_at_start(ch) 
    return L 
 
 
>>> string_to_linked_list("abcde") 
[a,37371184]  [b,37371152]  [c,37371120]  [d,37371088]  [e,505280748]  
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Perils of Linked Lists 

With linked lists, we are in charge of memory management, 
and we may introduce cycles: 
>>> L = Linked_list () 
>>> L.next = L 
>>> L  #What do you expect to happen? 
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Can we check if a given list 
includes a cycle? 
Here we assume a cycle may only 
occur due to the next pointer 
pointing to an element that 
appears closer to the head of the 
structure. But cycles may occur 
also due to the “content” field     



Detecting Cycles: First Variant 
def detect_cycle1(lst): 
     s= set()#like dict, but only keys 

     p = lst 
     while True : 
          if p == None: 
               return False 
          if p in s: 
               return True 
          s.add(p) 
          p = p. next 

50 

Note that we are adding the 
whole list element (“box") to 
the dictionary, and not just its 
contents. 
 
Can we do it more efficiently? 
In the worst case we may have 
to traverse the whole list to 
detect a cycle, so O(n) time in 
the worst case is inherent. But 
can we detect cycles using just 
O(1) additional memory? 



Detecting cycles:  
The Tortoise and the Hare Algorithm 

def detect_cycle2(lst): 
     # The hare moves twice as quickly as the tortoise 
     # Eventually they will both be inside the cycle 
     # and the distance between them will increase by 1 until 
     # it is divisible by the length of the cycle . 
     slow = fast = lst 
     while True : 
          if slow == None or fast == None: 
               return False 
          if fast.next == None: 
               return False 
          slow = slow.next 
          fast = fast.next.next 
          if slow is fast: 
               return True 51 

The same idea is used 
in Pollard's  algorithm 
for factoring integers. 



Testing the cycle algorithms 
The python file contains a function introduces a cycle in a list.  
 
>>> lst = string_to_linked_list("abcde") 
>>> lst 
a b c d e  
 
>>> detect_cycle1(lst) 
False 
 
>>> create_cycle(lst,2,4) 
 
>>> detect_cycle1(lst) 
True 
>>> detect_cycle2(lst) 
True 
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Cycles in “Regular" Python Lists 
As in linked lists, mutations may introduce cycles in Pythons lists as 
well. In this example, either append or assign do the trick. 

>>> lst =["a","b","c","d","e"] 
>>> lst.append(lst) 
>>> lst 
['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', [...]] 
>>> lst =["a","b","c","d","e"] 
>>> lst [3]= lst 
>>> lst 
['a', 'b', 'c', [...] , 'e'] 
>>> lst [1]= lst 
>>> lst 
['a', [...] , 'c', [...] , 'e'] 
 
We see that Python recognizes such cyclical lists and [...] is 
printed to indicate the fact. 53 



Linked lists: additional issues 

Note that items of multiple types can appear 
in the same list.  

 

Some programming languages require 
homogenous lists (namely all elements should 
be of the same type). 
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Linked data structures 
Linked lists are just the simplest form of linked data 
structures, we can use pointers to create structures of 
arbitrary form. 

 

For example doubly-linked lists, whose nodes include a 
pointer from each item to the preceding one, in addition to 
the pointer to the next item. 

 

We can also create binary trees, where each node points to its 
left and right child. Binary trees may be used as search trees, 
and more specialized balanced search trees. 

 

We can also represent arbitrary graphs. 
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Trees 

Trees are useful models for representing different 
physical or abstract structures. 
 
Trees may be defined as a special case of graphs. 
The properties of graphs and trees are discussed 
in the course Discrete Mathematics (and used in 
many courses). 
 
We will only discuss a common form of  so called 
(rooted) trees. 
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Graphs 

A graph is a structure with Nodes (or vertices) and 
Edges. An edge connects two nodes. 

In directed graphs, edges have a direction (go from 
one node to another). 

In undirected graphs, the edges have no direction. 
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Example: undirected graph. 
Drawing from wikipedia 



(rooted) Trees 
A directed edge refers to the edge from the parent to the child (the 
arrows in the picture of the tree) 
The root node of a tree is the (unique) node with no parents (usually 
drawn on top).  
A leaf node has no children. 
Non leaf nodes are called internal nodes. 
 
The depth (or height) of a tree is the length of the longest path from the 
root to a node in the tree. A (rooted) tree with only one node (the root) 
has a depth of zero. 
 
A node p is an ancestor of a node q if p exists on the 
   path from the root node to node q.  
The node q is then termed as a descendant of p. 
The out-degree of a node is the number of edges 
leaving that node.  
All the leaf nodes have an out-degree of 0. 58 

Adapted from wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parent_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(computer_science)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leaf_node


Example Tree 
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Note that nodes are often labeled 
(for example by numbers or strings). 
Sometimes edges are also labeled. 

Here the root is labeled 2. the depth 
of the tree is 3.  Node 11 is a 
descendent of 7, but not of (either 
of the two nodes labeled) 5. 

This is a binary tree: the maximal 
out-degree is 2.  

Drawing from wikipedia 


